Malware plays a threatening role to the security of the data and information systems, as they created in different forms targeting data and networks. Malware developers use obfuscation techniques to hide malwares structure from detection of Anti-Virus (AV) programs, which use signature based detection; it is almost hard to detect the zero day attack and ineffective to analyze the hidden structure of malware. Such malicious codes are categorized as Oligomorphic, polymorphic and metamorphic Malware. Malware writers use packing mechanism to keep the malicious code harder during the signature-based detection and bypass easily. Mining techniques are one of the promising methods to analyze and detect hidden malware based on clustering and classification. This research focuses on improving accuracy and reducing processing time in the classification phase. This research approach mainly focused on the optimal attribute selection for classification to get the desired output. The proposed model uses Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) for best attribute selection from the features set extracted from the packed and non-packed Portable Executable (PE) file format of malware and benign dataset. Classification tests have been prepared on the optimal subset of PE features in which Random Forrest classification outperforms from the rest of the classification algorithm.
Introduction
The history of the Malware is not new and none of the platforms of services is safe from the Malware attacks whether it is Operating System, Custom made builds, Mobile Platforms etc. According to the Symantec Report of 2008, the number of malicious code and unwanted software may be exceeding the number of legitimate programs.
Fig 1.The figure shows malware types or classes of malware
The Malware consists of all types of Viruses, worms, Trojans, and bots are software called malware, as shown in Fig 1 above . Malware or malicious code (malcode) is short for malicious software. The core purpose of Malware code whether it is in the form of virus, worm, etc. is to damage, disrupt, steal, or some other "awful" or illegitimate activity on information, hosts, or systems. There are many types of classes of malware that have varying ways of infecting systems and propagating themselves. Sometimes Malware are combining with legitimate software to infect systems, or to attach as macros to files. Some are targeting and exploiting the vulnerability that exists in the system that can be in the custom based software or the operating system itself. Network devices are also prone to attacks because of the misconfiguration, such as a hole in a browser that only requires users to visit a Website to infect their computers. In the book, Masud et al. (2011) concluded that in most of the cases the users' actions are the ones causing the major drawback. The lack of knowledge e.g. when opening the email received from an untrusted source; or browsing the Website, which contains malicious code available in the URL; or downloading the programs from un-trusted sites; or clicking the Ads, which contains illegal code; and many more. The commonly known types of malware are viruses, worms, Trojans, bots, back doors, spyware, and adware. Damages from malware are not limited to stealing confidential information, recording users' actions, and unavailability of services by way to Denial-of-Service (DoS) attack e.g. Distribute DoS (DDoS) and DoS such attack comes from the Botnets controlled by the Command and Control (C&C), destroying data, and compromising and/or entirely disabling systems and networks. It is hard to say that Malware cannot damage the physical hardware of systems and network equipment, but they almost target data and software residing on the equipment. Malware should not be confused with defective software, which is intended for legitimate purposes, but has errors or bugs that can harm the normal operation of the systems by having conflicts with system resources and kernel functions. Malware writers are targeting the Portable Executable (PE) to insert malicious code and then obfuscate PE format. In most of the cases malware writers' use packing tools or custom-build packed malicious code for infection in which the malicious code can be in the form of many variants, but the infection or action is the same. Now to fight against the malware attacks, Anti-Virus (AV) mechanisms are not the real time solution to detect and stop the zero-day attacks. Over the past few years, machine learning and mining based techniques are exploring and showing an effective approach in detection and analysis of malwares even with the zeroday attacks based on the behavior and features analysis of malwares. This research is focusing on the performance and accuracy of malware detection by selecting the best features using PSO technique and then applying classification of techniques. Random Forest (RF) shows 99.6% accuracy and outperforms as compared to other classification techniques applied on the selected features. This research paper is organized as follows; sections 2 will review the generation of malware along with obfuscation techniques; in section 3 the detection mechanism of malware and their types will be explored. In section 4 related works will be reviewed; in section 5 proposed approach will be discussed; in section 6 the experiment done in this research will be discussed; in section 7 results and findings of this study will be highlighted; and finally discussion and future work.
First & Second Generation of Malware
Malwares are of two generations, the first generation of the malware and the second generation of the malware. In the first generation, the structure of the malware does not change. While in the secondgeneration of the malware the internal structure of the malware changes in every variant while the action or the infection remains the same. This generation of malware uses obfuscation techniques to hide itself from the detection and do malicious activities as long as they reside in the system. The 2 nd generation brings a huge responsibility on the white hat and the security companies to address the changing structure of the malware, which are hard to detect with the traditional signature based detection approach. The 2 nd generation of the malware families use obfuscation techniques and they are further categorized as Encrypted, Oligomorphic, Metamorphic and Polymorphic Malwares.
Obfuscation Techniques
In general, the term obfuscation means making something harder to understand. In a programming point of view, it means to make written code harder to understand, which may reduce the vulnerability of being exploiting. The Obfuscation technique is adopted in the software industry to protect the copyrights of the legitimate software, now such techniques attracted the black hat hackers or the malicious code writer to obfuscate the malware families and produce new variants of the malware, which is harder for the signature based protection approach to detect the malware. Following are the various types of Malwares:
A. Encrypted Malwares
This was the first technique used in the 2 nd generation malware development, it consists of two parts: the encryption body and the decryption code. Each time the Malware execute, it keeps the body unique and changes the key to hide its signature during detection. According to You and Yim (2010), the decryption process remains the same. The main motivation behind this technique is to avoid the malware detection done via static code analysis. 
B. Oligomorphic Malwares
The encrypted malware creation let to the concealment of the Oligomorphic Malware by keeping a set of different decryptors. Usually decryptors from one variant to another are mutated. Signature based detection can be applied by keeping the signature for all the decryptors. According to the research of You and Yim (2010), signature based techniques in general are not effective on such types of malware to detect and provide protection.
C. Polymorphic Malware
In Polymorphic malwares, thousands and millions of decryptors can be created by modifying the instruction set of in the next variant of the malware to avoid signaturebased detection. Polymorphic malware also consist of 2 parts performing the decryption of the body part. While executing this malware, the changing/mutation engine creates new malwares; which are combination with the encrypted malware body. Polymorphic malwares are created by using the obfuscation techniques, for example dead-code insertion, register reassignment, subroutine reordering, instruction substitution, code transposition/integration etc. Such challenges bring a question mark on the signature-based techniques in the process of detecting polymorphic malware.
D. Metamorphic Malwares
In the study of You and Yim (2010) Metamorphic malwares instead of generating new decryptors, they create new instances of the body without changing the infection behavior. Strong obfuscation techniques are used to deploy metamorphic malwares, which can harm not only the computers themselves, but the smartphones are the open target for such malware. As the vulnerability exploitation chances are more in smartphones, while the signature based detection mechanism is almost impossible, developing a true metamorphic malware is a challenging task and only few malware of this type are deployed. W32/NGVCK was created in 2001 with the help of Next Generation Virus Creation Kit (NGVCK).
Detection Mechanisms of Malware and their types
To provide defense against the threats/attack for the malware and its families; Anti-Virus programs are developed; most of the anti-virus programs are signature based keeping the assumption that the malware and its families are not changing its structure. However, due to the obfuscation techniques used in the 2 nd generation of the malware, the signature based detection failed to capture malwares. Therefore software companies and academia are working hard to produce such techniques to combat against the 2 nd generation of malware. The below overview on the signature based and heuristics based detection are presented to get some clear understanding of the detection approaches.
A. Signature based Detection
In the book authored by Masud et al. (2011) , they mentioned that signature detection is the simplest and an effective way of detecting malware, which are known and can be easily identified. Once the malware sequences are identified, and features unique to the malware are extracted, which are then maintained in a signature database and should be manually updated on continuous basis, as new malware is discovered and analyzed. Signature-based malware detection generally enforces a static approximation of some desired dynamic (i.e., behavioral) security policy. Signature based detection always matches its signature patterns to the predefined policies of the binary executable and checking for any changes. However, due to the fact that polymorphic and the changing structure of the malware makes the signature-based detection less effective, an automated based detection can take over the detection approach of the malware variances. 
B. Heuristic based Detection
This approach is considered as an effective technique for the detection of unknown malwares. The Heuristics method is a promising technique for the detection of encrypted malware; however such detection mechanism needs a completely sandbox environment to carry out the test. While heuristic technique can be combined with the machine learning techniques to get better results for detection.
C. Machine Learning Techniques
In recent times the machine learning techniques are gaining popularity not only in terms of unknown and known malware detection, but also learning from the environment, which may detect zero day attacks as shown in fig 2 below features of the PE file format header and sections areas, which are based on the static information of the PE file; and using pattern recognition and threshold value to detect the packed files from the non-packed files. However, only files, which are packed, can be sent to the universal unpacker tool for further analysis and the non-packed files are sent directly to the anti-virus tool. This reduces time and improves efficiency of the analysis.
The proposed solution of Komashinskiy and Kotenko (2010) is focusing on the processing of position ally dependent of static information, such static information builds a model for detection of the elements gathered from the static information,, which element can be explored in the future by combining with already existing methods or doing a modular approach based on object oriented analysis.
In the study of Elhadi et al. (2012) , the authors have addressed the problem that malware writers are using packing and The solution presented by Singhal and Raul (2012) is providing a model for protecting the enterprise network at firewall level. The presented models, extracting the PE header files for infected and benign code by using the Import Address Table (IAT) , extracted various API call and stored them in a data mine repository, then Information Gain (IG) is calculated for each function. Then Random Forest classifier has been used for classification, which is working on a combination of decision tree predictors. Wang et al. (2012) proposed prototype, which abstract the character of the malware by analyzing malware sample. This behavior semantics uses taint analysis approach; the critical behaviors are abstracted and graph based on data and control dependency is constructed and reconstructed using behavior logic of the malware. The proposed systems collect characters are adopted to detect malware variants, which reduces the delay between the new malware variants and features updating of the malwares. 
and system calls for extra burden of processing of useless system call and association rules, which have no classification power for effective detection. Furthermore, the authors have proposed multiple association rules for classification accuracy for executable classification, in this case the result has been compared for classification accuracy rate.
In a research study by Markel and Bilzor (2014), machine learning classifiers have been applied to train the classifier on metadata of windows executable file for extracting valuable features to classify normal and malicious code using different machine classifiers to find the best classifier out of them. Test has been carried out for comparison purpose in which decision tree was used as compared to Naïve Bayes and logistic regression classifier. Vector Machine (SVM) has been proposed in the architecture of this project, which observes the feature based on permission and analysis for categorizing weather the application is normal application or key logger application.
The proposed solution of Bai et al. (2014) uses format information of PE file by mining and in-depth static analysis of PE file. In this paper all the features of the PE files were extracted for the PE header file in which the classification method has been applied to reduce the dimensionality and enhance completeness of the features for accuracy. The selected features were trained using classification algorithm to distinguish between the benign software and malware.
Shi et al. (2014) presented a lightweight method, the growing hierarchical selforganizing map (GHSOM) for malwares detection and structural classification. This method provides the structural malware classification, and measures the similarities of structural classes that belong to different trees. The mining is performed on the DLL windows file for the detection of malware, which is being one of the targets of malware writers.
According to Wang and Wang (2015) , behavior based malware detection in automatic based malware detection for unspecified malware using support vector machine to train the classifier, based on behavioral signatures, while a cross validation scheme is used for classification accuracy, as there are classification errors for generalization of detection. In addition, the detection mechanism of other machine learning techniques produces less accurate classification. Chen et al. (2015) used file relation graph for malware detection and introduces novel belief propagation (BP) algorithm. Based on the previous detection techniques and the performance of the detection of mining and machine learning techniques, which may not be adequate for classifying and extracting all the features of malware, the proposed relation graph and the novel belief propagation classifier would be used for effectiveness and the accuracy of catching the malware variants.
Chemchem and Drias (2015) addressed the importance of performance and improvement in speeding up the process of reasoning engine. Their work used data mining techniques for searching interesting patterns, which led to the development of K-NN-IR and K-means-IR which is based on induction rules. The new Architecture called the miner intelligent agent is tested and evaluated on public large scale benchmark, which includes 25000 induction rules. Tests have been carried out by comparing with the classical cognitive agent in this MIA outperform in terms of performance.
Proposed Model
This research is focused on qualitative research approach as extensive literature review has been done along with experimental approach. This approach is to reduce the 9 PE features of Packed and nonpacked files explained by Perdisci et al. Once the classification phase is based on both packed and non-packed executables, are forwarded to the next phase of our model, which is part of the model presented by Elhadi et al. (2012) , for further detection of the malware and benign files. Non malware/benign will not take enough time and will be passed from anti-virus signature part of the Hybrid Signature Behavior Based Phase, while packed malware and benign will be checked for malicious code.
Experiment
Free dataset (training and test downloaded and used in this study from Website http://roberto.perdisci.com/projects/cpexe. It contains 9 PE features used by Perdisci et al. (2008) , extracted from the packed and non-packed malwares, with the total executables, which contains 2,598 packed computer virus, 2,231 benign executables of clean Win XP executables and 669 are packed benign executables, which were packed with freely available packing and wrapping tools Packed computer viruses were and Multilayer re applied on the optimal subsets of the attributes, which shows better results and the processing time may certainly improve, and False Positive Alarm on a Random Forest (RF) is extremely reduced on the minimized features set.
Fig. 3: Proposed Model
Once the classification phase is based on both executables, these are forwarded to the next phase of our model, which is part of the model presented by Elhadi et al. (2012) , for further detection of the malware and benign files. Non-packed malware/benign will not take enough time virus signature part of the Hybrid Signature Behavior Based , while packed malware and benign will ataset (training and test) have been downloaded and used in this study from the http://roberto.perdisci.com/projects/cpexe. contains 9 PE features used by Perdisci et al. (2008) Perdisci et al. (2008) , the information gain is always high of the packed files due to byte randomness and abnormalities in the function calls. A virtual installed and runs on a windows XP image on Intel based machine.
(Waikato Environment for Knowledge a data mining tool has been used to perform the features subset selection. Once the installation is done for WEKA, the study used PSO attribute selection for The PSO attribute selection package is separately installed from the package manager of the WEKA tool. The training dataset mentioned above downloaded from author's website has been loaded to WEKA in arff format, which is the native format for WEKA application to it available for In the pre-processing Table ( IAT), Code Entropy (CE) and File Entropy (FE). In the classification phase, the following classifiers are used with the 10 fold cross-validation:
Results and Finding
Based on the experiment, the below Table 1 shows different classifiers for the below weighted average statistics on the supplied dataset using 10-fold cross validation on the reduced features set performed in the preprocessing with the help of filtered based PSO attribute selection. Table 1 
Discussion and Future Work
This research is focused on the detection of obfuscation malware via mining techniques. An extensive study has been done, with the help of literature review and available tools and it is figured out that malicious code is packed to hide from the signature-based detection and can be easily propagated into the system. This research approach identified PE files features of packed files whose entropy values are always high due to abnormalities and randomness in the IAT (Import Address Table) and other sections of PE files. This research approach is focused on classification accuracy and reducing the processing time, for this reason attribute selection is performed using filtered based PSO to get the optimal subset of PE features during the pre-processing of the proposed model to remove the noisy, irrelevant and redundant features from the PE features extracted from the packed and non-packed files. The results are carried-out using different mining classification techniques in WEKA tool in which Random Forest (RF) outperforms the rest of the classifiers obtaining 99.6% accuracy of True Positive Rate on the reduced features set. The classified files are forwarded to the next phase of our model which is the part of the model presented in Elhadi et al. (2012) . The current dataset contains 5,498 instances of packed and non-packed files with 9 features set with class attribute mentioned in Perdisci et al. (2008) , which is reduced to 5 features with proposed model; this gives a very good classification accuracy especially on Random Forest and the resultant classified sets are forwarded to the next phase of Hybrid behavior signature phase presented in Elhadi et al. (2012) . In the future, researchers will try maximizing the number of instances on a large scale with some diverse dataset of malware and benign files and will try to check the performance of accuracy and processing time on these reduced features of the dataset. Furthermore, authors consider the Hybrid behavior signature phase for generalization of the packed and non-packed files so that correctly classified non-packed files should pass from the signature phase and packed files are further analyzed, for their structural and behavior characteristics for more useful patterns of zero-day attack.
